Reinitiation of protein synthesis in Escherichia coli can be induced by mRNA cis-elements unrelated to canonical translation initiation signals.
In Eubacteria, de novo translation of some internal cistrons may be inefficient or impossible unless the 5' neighboring cistron is also translated (translational coupling). Translation reinitiation is an extreme case of translational coupling in which translation of a message depends entirely on the presence of a nearby terminating ribosome. In this work, the characteristics of mRNA cis-elements inducing the reinitiation process in Escherichia coli have been investigated using a combinatorial approach. A number of novel translational reinitiation sequences (TRSs) were thus identified, which show a wide range of reinitiation activities fully dependent on a translational coupling event and unrelated to the presence/absence of secondary structure or mRNA stability. Moreover, some of the isolated TRSs are similar to intercistronic sequences present in the E. coli genome.